
 

 

Developing Your “Table Feel” 

 

Like poker players, good bridge players watch people as well as the cards. Almost all have stories 

about how their “table feel" helped them interpret clues from their opponents’ behaviour and 

achieve remarkable results. Besides being entertaining, these deals offer insight into how to use 

your table feel and, most important, how to keep the opponents from using theirs 

Playing France in the world championships, Bobby Wolff was in 4H with a trump suit 

of  ♥AJ874  opposite  ♥K103. As reported by Alan Truscott, (American bridge player, writer and 

editor) after the opponents took the first three tricks, Wolff noticed that his world-champion LHO 

became more relaxed, as if he now had no worries about beating the contract. Wolff thought this 

player wouldn’t be so confident if he held just ♥Qxx, so he played him for ♥Q9xx. Wolff led the ♥J, 

covered and won by dummy’s ♥K, then returned to his hand to run the ♥8 and win a game swing. 

   The lesson:  Even experts have to concentrate on controlling subconscious tells. Be aware of your 

body language and aim for consistency in your demeanour, posture and facial expressions. 

Golf great Arnold Palmer (1929-2016) was a master of the psychological game on the golf course. 

That talent served him well at the bridge table, too. In a bridge game at his golf club, he bid up to 

7NT missing two red kings. A successful finesse of the ♥K through his RHO would yield 13 tricks, but 

Palmer remembered that his LHO had made a slow final pass. He decided he must have both kings, 

so he rejected the finesse and played for a squeeze – the only way to make the contract. 

   The lesson:  He who hesitates helps declarer. Unless you're seriously considering other calls, pass 

in tempo and think later. 

A good example of passing in tempo comes from the finals of a national championship: 



Declarer was the late Reece Rogers, who was declaring 6H and needed no losers from his trump suit 

of ♥Qx opposite ♥AK10xxx. He cashed the ♥Q, all following, and led a heart toward his long suit. 

After a moment’s thought, he gave a slight shrug and played his ♥10, finessing opponents original 

holding of ♥Jxxx and scoring up his slam. 

Your first thought might be that Reece had peeked into their hands or perhaps overheard another 

table talking about the 4-1 break. At best, it seemed he had made a very lucky, anti-percentage 

guess. 

Reece, however, was relying on more than just luck. Although the opposition had passed throughout 

the auction, one had made a short but noticeable pause for thought after the 1H bid on his right. It 

suggested that he was considering a bid, and since it couldn’t be based on high-card strength 

(declarer and dummy had 34 combined points), Reece reasoned that it must be a distributional 

hand. He trusted that inference and played him for a singleton trump. 

What Reece displayed and what every bridge player hopes to develop is an elusive quality known as 

“table feel”. It’s the ability to pick up on small, non-verbal clues from the opponents and make 

logical assumptions about what they’re thinking and therefore what cards they hold. Those who are 

good at it seem to have a knack for finding honours, reading distributions and knowing when to go 

against the odds. 

 

Bridge players love the game because it requires them to think, so it’s normal for the flow to be 

interrupted by pauses for thought. Whether they’re long huddles or momentary hitches, these 

breaks show uncertainty and allow your opponents to use their table feel to make inferences about 

what you were thinking. 

Hesitations during the auction tend to communicate information about your hand type. During the 

play, they can expose your holding in a specific suit.  

Here are tips to help you deny the opponents information from your tempo: 

Lead now, write later.  The hardest leads for declarer to read are those that appear to be routine. 

Start planning your lead during the auction and place your card on the table as soon as the bidding 

cards are removed. 

Remember that three people are waiting for you to start the play and declarer is paying attention to 

how and when you choose your lead. Don’t put it off by recording the contract in your private score 

or the bridgemate. Although most people believe they’re good at multitasking, no one really is, so 

those who claim they’re using this time to think are just delaying their decision. 

Look ahead on defence.  As soon as dummy comes down, identify the suit where you expect to have 

a critical decision. Will you fly with your ace, split your honours, cover dummy’s honour? A good 

declarer will often try to force this decision early in the play, so have your play ready. 

If you aren’t ready, a hesitation -- or even a slight balk -- may reveal your holding. In close cases, it’s 

better to make an immediate decision, even if it happens to be wrong, than to tell declarer you have 

a problem. 

ABC for easier discards.  Defenders can give away the whole layout by their tempo and mannerisms 

when choosing discards. The best way to avoid these problems is to follow the experts’ mantra:  



ABC (Always Be Counting). When declarer starts running a suit, use your count to plan all your 

discards before making the first one. If you know in advance you’ll have to unguard a suit, you’ll be 

able to do it smoothly. 

Adopt a rhythm.  To build consistency into your tempo, make it a habit to pause for two seconds 

before playing to every trick. Don’t let the opponents rush you. 

Decide before detaching a card.  Take time to think if needed, but don’t emphasise your doubt by 

fingering multiple cards or holding a card in mid-air, as if you’re still deciding if it’s right. 

“No problem?”  If you happen to hesitate on a trick for no reason, you can correct your mistake by 

saying “No problem”, but it must be true. You can’t, for example, use this excuse if you fumble and 

then duck your ace when declarer is leading toward KJxxx in dummy. 

“Time-switching”. This is the term the late Edgar Kaplan used to describe huddling over a play where 

you have an easy decision but want to plan what you’ll do later. Kaplan called it a deception because 

it conceals your actual problem, which will come on a following trick. His view was that if you can’t 

make an in-tempo decision when the real problem arises, your opponent is entitled to the 

information from your hesitation. 

You can pause to think ahead at any time, most commonly at trick one to study the dummy and plan 

your defence. To avoid the time-switching issue, you can say “No problem to this trick – just thinking 

about the whole hand”. Your intent will be clearer if you play to the trick and leave your card face-up 

while you think. This allows partner and declarer to do their thinking without being in suspense 

about the outcome of the current trick. 

When you’re declarer: Always pause for at least 5-10 seconds before calling a card from dummy. 

Besides giving yourself time to plan, this gives third hand time to decide on his play. This can help 

you avoid situations where RHO’s fumbling and indecision provide unauthorized information to his 

partner. 

Poker champions are masters of table feel. They look for “tells” -- changes in behaviour or 

demeanour – that give away an opponent’s assessment of his hand. The most common tells come 

from facial expressions, posture and movements of the eyes and hands. Some poker players claim 

they can even sense changes in their opponents’ breathing, perspiration and complexion. 

Table feel and bridge law 

Bridge players are free to make the same observations, but are bound by ethical considerations. You 

can gather and act on clues from your opponents’ behaviour, but you can’t stare at them or try to 

elicit reactions. Unlike in poker, it’s not legal to intentionally vary your own tempo or mannerisms to 

create a false impression. If you happen to pick up on tells from your partner, you must take care not 

to act on them. 

According to bridge law, any conclusions you draw from your opponents’ remarks, tempo, 

mannerisms or other behaviour are “at your own risk”. That means that if you’re wrong 

about why an opponent hesitated or flinched or sighed, you have no redress. 

Your opponent, however, must have a legitimate bridge reason for his actions. If he huddles and 

then passes, for example, “I was just daydreaming” is not an acceptable explanation. The law says 

that if his hand did not warrant such thought, and if he could have known that his hesitation might 

work to his benefit, the director can adjust the score. For this to happen, you have to prove that you 

were damaged by the false inference. 



Table feel is a powerful asset, but there are no guarantees. On the 6H deal above the opponent 

could have held a distributional hand with ♥Jx and Reece would have gone down in a cold slam. He 

wouldn’t have asked for an adjustment, though, because he knew the risk of playing a hunch, even 

one he believed had good odds of being right. 

 

Conclusion 

There is an old joke. A new singer asks an opera diva, “Excuse me, but how do I get to Carnegie 

Hall?” She replies, “Practice, practice, practice.” 

It takes time to learn to detect tells. It takes more time to learn to interpret them. Be patient and 

practice the skill. However, when you get good at it, there are few feelings more exciting and more 

powerful than guessing hands correctly based on table feel! 

 

 

 

 


